Community Solar Payment and Crediting Process
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1 Customer Allocation




Each customer (or member) of the community solar project is allocated a percentage of the
solar farm based on their previous 12 months electric usage. This allocation will generally fall
between 90-100% of a customer’s annual usage.
This allocation equals a percentage of the total solar project and solar production.
In this example John’s allocation or percent of the project is .407%.

2 Solar Production






Solar production in the northeast follows a
seasonal pattern. Production is highest in the
summer months and lowest in the winter.
The NYSEG meter at the solar farm monitors
actual production.
NYSEG records the total power produced each
month and distributes credits to each member
of the project on their NYSEG bill based on their
percent allocation.
Because solar production is usually higher in the summer months, customers will see higher
credits on their bills for these months. Credits not used in one month carry over to subsequent
months.
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3 NYSEG Billing and Credits





Customers continue to be billed by NYSEG for their NYSEG portion of the bill, just as they always
have. In addition, the bill will identify the solar credits that have been applied each month in the
form of a discount.
Prior to the billing cycle or with the bill, NYSEG sends out a CDG (Community Distributed
Generation) Summary to each participating customer (sample below). This summary identifies
their percent allocation and the kwh (kilowatt hours) allocated for that month, as well as the
corresponding dollar value of the credit that the member can expect to see on their bill that
month.
In our example below John’s allocation produced 1,144 kwh credits for a total credit of $102.77.
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The NYSEG
bill is
generated
with
$102.77 in
CDG
credits
applied.
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4 DRS Billing












DRS (through its partner, Common Energy) processes a “Statement of Savings” for each
customer’s solar production monthly.
Customer billing is based on the customer’s allocated solar production for the month.
Again in this example, John’s allocation produced 1,144 kwh credits for the month.
The NYSEG baseline rate for the billing period in the example was $.0915 per kwh.
The DRS discount is 10%.
The DRS Clean Energy rate for the billing period in the example is $.08235 per kwh.
The customer savings for this bill cycle was therefore $8.56.
The carbon emissions prevented for this bill cycle equals 380 lbs.
Payment to DRS/Common Energy is completed through automatic ACH bank payment or credit
card processing.
Payments are processed 7-10
days after the email
notification.
In some months customers’
allocations may produce
more credits than the
customer actually uses
(usually in the summer
months when production is
highest). Those credits are
paid for in the month
produced and will carry over
to future months.

Questions can be referred to the
DRS/Common Energy Customer
Service team at
(844) 899-9763
support@commonenergy.us
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